Our CAES Information Technology email communications listserv lists are divided into two primary sections. The OIT section incorporates all OIT staff members, which includes CAES OIT Support Services teams and Information Systems teams. The Partners section incorporates outlying IT staff groups that work closely with CAES OIT. The Partners section includes non CAES OIT staff from Extension (4-H, FACS, etc.), Griffin Campus, Tifton Campus, Athens Campus.

As indicated by the legend located in the lower left corner of the chart, the purple lists are sub-lists to the blue lists, the blue lists are sub-lists to the green lists, and the green lists are sub-lists to the red list. Therefore, if an email is sent to the red ‘caesit-all’ list, everyone on that list and any of the lists below it will receive the email. Think of it as a parent/child relationship where the parent list is sent an email, then all the children lists receive the email as well.

On the OIT side of the chart it is setup so that no matter what list you are on, you will be able to send to all other lists on the OIT side, ex. ‘caesoit-spprgms’ can send to ‘caesoit-athsup’ or ‘caesoit-support’, but cannot send to the blue lists on the Partner’s side, ex. ‘caesoit-spprgms’ cannot send to ‘caesit-tif’.

If you are a member of one of the blue or green sub-lists on the Partners side of the chart, you can send to your own specific list, but you cannot send to any other lists except ‘caesit-all’ and ‘caesit-partners.

All lists should be able to send .pdf and .docx files.
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CAESOIT-ALL Email sent to this list distributes to all members on the CAESOIT-ALL list and to all sub-list’s members below it.

All members of all the sub-lists to CAESOIT-ALL list can send to CAESOIT-ALL.

CAESOIT Email sent to this list distributes to all members on the CAESOIT list and all sub-list’s members below it.

Members of the CAESOIT list and sub-lists can send to all other lists except UGAEXT-IT, CAESIT-GRF, CAESIT-TIF, and CAESIT-ATH

CAESIT-PARTNERS Email sent to this list distributes to all members on the CAESIT-PARTNERS list and all sub-list’s members below it.

Members of the CAESIT-PARTNERS list and sub-lists can send to CAESIT-PARTNERS and CAESIT-ALL ONLY.

UGAEXT-WEBTEAM Email sent to this list distributes to all members on the UGAEXT-WEBTEAM list and the sub-list CAESOIT-WEBTEAM members

Members of the UGAEXT-WEBTEAM list can send to CAESIT-ALL, CAESOIT, and CAESIT-PARTNERS

CAESOIT-SUPPORT Email sent to this list distributes to all members on the CAESOIT-SUPPORT list and the sub-list’s members below it.

Members of the CAESOIT-SUPPORT list and sub-lists can send to all other lists except UGAEXT-IT, CAESIT-GRF, CAESIT-TIF, and CAESIT-ATH

CAESOIT-INFOSYS Email sent to this list distributes to all members on the CAESOIT-INFOSYS list and the sub-list’s members below it.

Members of the CAESOIT-INFOSYS list and sub-lists can send to all other lists except UGAEXT-IT, CAESIT-GRF, CAESIT-TIF, and CAESIT-ATH

CAESOIT-ATHSUP Email sent to this list distributes to all members on the CAESOIT-ATHSUP list and the sub-list’s members below it.

Members of the CAESOIT-ATHSUP list and sub-lists can send to all other lists except UGAEXT-IT, CAESIT-GRF, CAESIT-TIF, and CAESIT-ATH
CAESOIT-FLDSUP  
Email sent to this list distributes to all members on the CAESOIT-FLDSUP list and the sub-list’s members below it.

Members of the CAESOIT-FLDSUP list and sub-lists can send to all other lists except UGAEXT-IT, CAESIT-GRF, CAESIT-TIF, and CAESIT-ATH

CAESOIT-SPPRGMS  
Email sent to this list distributes to all members on the CAESOIT-SPPRGMS list and the sub-list’s members below it.

Members of the CAESOIT-SPPRGMS list and sub-lists can send to all other lists except UGAEXT-IT, CAESIT-GRF, CAESIT-TIF, and CAESIT-ATH

CAESOIT-WEBTEAM  
Email sent to this list distributes to all members on the CAESOIT-WEBTEAM list and sub-list’s members below it.

Members of the CAESOIT-WEBTEAM list and sub-lists can send to all other lists except UGAEXT-IT, CAESIT-GRF, CAESIT-TIF, and CAESIT-ATH

UGAEXT-IT  
Email sent to this list distributes to all members on the UGAEXT-IT list and sub-list’s members below it.

Members of the UGAEXT-IT list can only send to CAESIT-PARTNERS and CAESIT-ALL

CAESIT-GRF  
Email sent to this list distributes to all members on the CAESIT-GRF list and the sub-list’s members below it.

Members of the CAESIT-GRF list can only send to CAESIT-PARTNERS and CAESIT-ALL

CAESIT-TIF  
Email sent to this list distributes to all members on the CAESIT-TIF list and the sub-list’s members below it.

Members of the CAESIT-TIF list can only send to CAESIT-PARTNERS and CAESIT-ALL

CAESIT-ATH  
Email sent to this list distributes to all members on the CAESIT-ATH list and the sub-list’s members below it.

Members of the CAESIT-ATH list can only send to CAESIT-PARTNERS and CAESIT-ALL